Hints for a Medical Topography of Great Britain.
In a Letter addressed to Dr. ADAMS.
Sin, THE extent and diversity of the operations of Nature, the fancied or the positive obscurity in her laws; the apparent, though probably only apparent, mutability in her facts, when placed against the short duration of human life, oppose a formidable barrier to the progress of medical science, and afford a brief but pithy commentary on the first aphorism of the father of the medical art.* At various periods, and for centuries together, these natural difficulties were increased by the improper, absurd, or ill-directed efforts of human intellect. Galen, and a legion of his followers, saw the face of Nature as through a magic glass, distorted into shapes that best suited to support a false, but imposing theory. Paracelsus, though he dispelled the illusions of the Galenic hypothesis, did but substitute the wild conjectures and bold assertions of an enthusiastic, perhaps insane chemist: and the mind wa9 liberated from the persuasive eloquence and subtile reasoning of the Reman physician, only to be led into captivity by the incomprehensible jargon, and dark visions of a barbarian of Switzerland. We 
